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Hong Kong is a trade oriented economy that exports
the manufactured products and imports such necessity goods
as machinery, raw materials and foodstuffs. In the past
years it has always incurred a deficit in the trading of
merchandise. This thesis aims at identifying and assessing
the various factors that cause Hong Kong's exports and
imports to fluctuate and thus shows how its trade balance
is determined.
In the thesis separate export and import functions
are formulated with micro foundations. Contrary to the
usual studies, export supply side is also incorporated into
the model to avoid the ad hoc assumption of infinite export
supply elasticity. Empirical estimation are made to find
out the prices, incomes and exchange rates effects on the
trade balance determination.
It has been discovered that depreciation will cause
the domestic exports and retained imports to increase and
there is no J curve effect in Hong Kong. Export supply
side variables like labour cost and price of raw materials
are significantly and negatively related with the domestic
exports value. Furthermore, exports are twice income
elastic as imports but since growth rate of the domestic
eonomy was verv much higher than that of the foreign
markets, such differential income growtn nas finaiiy caused
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Hong Kong is a tiny economy located at the south
east coast of mainland China. It has an area of slightly
greater than one thousand square kilometres with virtually
no natural resources, even the supply of water which is
essential to daily life has to be partly imported. With a
population of over five million, it has no other means to
derive sufficient earnings in feeding her people other than
doing business with the rest of the world. Actually Hong
Kong is extremely active in international trade and in 1986
it ranked as the thirteenth largest trading entity in the
world, with total exports and imports of merchandise




Since Hong Kong is so dependent on external trade,
the magnitude of foreign earnings is a crucial determinant
of the wellbeing of the economy. Foreign earnings can be
in the form of proceeds derived from export of goods and
services or capital inflows. At the same time we have to
use foreign exchanges for paying imported materials and
services or for making overseas investment. All these
transactions with foreign countries can be summarized in
the balance of payments accounts. As Hong Kong has no
official records of balance of payments, it is difficult,
though not impossible, to assess the overall receipt and
payment pattern of the Hong Kong economy. Nevertheless, it
is still very rewarding to have an investigation about an
important component of the balance of payments, namely, the
balance of merchandise trade.
The balance of merchandise trade is defined as the
difference between the value of exports and imports of
merchandise. It is equal to the item 'net exports of goods'
in the expenditure approach to the estimation of GDP and
the figure represents injection (if the trade balance is
positive) or leakage (if the trade balance is negative) to
the economy.
From the trade statistics it is noticed that starting
from 1960 Hong Kong has experienced a persistent and growing
deficit in the trading of merchandise. The trade deficit
started to deteriorate seriously in the late seventies and
did not show signs of improvement until 1984. Then in 1985
and 1986 Hong Kong enjoyed a rarely seen trade surplus
albeit the trade surplus figure was rather small (See
figure A1 in the appendix for the fluctuation of the
magnitude of Hong Kong's merchandise trade balance). As the
activities related to exports (which directly and indirectly
create lots of employment opportunities) and imports (which
are closely related to the availability of goods to local
residents and production process of the economy) are crucial
factors to the functioning of the economy, it is essential
to conduct a research on how the trade balance of Hong Kong
is determined.
It is generally accepted that the trade balance of an
economy is determined by the price levels, income levels and
exchange rate levels prevailing in the domestic and foreign
countries. Changes in these economic variables will cause
an adjustment in the balance of trade with an instantaneous
as well as a delayed time effect. In this regard we have
observed that in the past years Hong Kong and its trading
partners have experienced an erratic movement in prices,
incomes and exchange rates associated with changing figures
of her trade balance. From figure A2 and A3 in the appendix
we can see that the value of our domestic exports continued
to rise in the past ten years associated with a depreciation
of domestic exchange rate. At the same time the value of
retained imports showed an upward trend in the corresponding
period of time. Furthermore, domestic and foreign income
and prices were also subjected to a fluctuation. In this
thesis we will attempt to find out in what way and to what
extent do the price, income and exchange rate variables
affect our balance of trade since Hong Kong floated her
currency in 1975.
The thesis is composed of two parts. The first part
is a survey about Hong Kong's evolving external trade
pattern and existing theories about the determination of
trade balance. In part two the author's model formulation
of Hong Kong's trade balance is presented with an analysis
of empirical results.
In the chapter that follows we will first introduce
the changing pattern of Hong Kong's exports and imports.
From this chapter we can get an idea on the changing
commodity and market composition of Hong Kong's exports
as well as its import categories and sources of
supply. Chapter three is the literature survey on the
determination of trade balance. Economists have different
theories on how prices, incomes and exchange rates affect a
country's balance of trade. In this chapter we will discuss
three most popular approaches among the existing literature,
namely, the elasticity approach, the absorption approach and
the monetary approach. Not only the adjustment mechanism
of trade balance differs among these approaches, the impact
of various economic variables are also treated differently.
After surveying the existing literature, in chapter four the
author will develop a model that is considered to be the
most suitable to the situation of Hong Kong. The model is
based on the elasticity approach with some modification to
make it more realistic and applicable. Empirical
estimations are made with this model and the findings will
be presented in chapter five. We will analyse Hong Kong's
trade balance basing on the estimation results obtained.
The last chapter will be the summary and conclusion of the
thesis.
It is well known that the economic activities of
Hong Kong is closely related to its external trade. Prior
to the early fifties, Hong Kong was prosperous in entrepot
trade and acted as an intermediating point that bridged
China with the western countries. After the communists'
over take on the mainland and the United Nations' embargo in
1951, Hong Kong's entrepot business shrinked and it then
successfully transformed from an entrepot into an economy
that exported her own manufactured products. With a pool of
skillful labour and capital resources and a favourable
economic climate, in thirty years' time Hong Kong became one
of the major exporting economies in the world. Today it is
the world's largest exporter of garments, toys, radios and
watches.2 In the years of transformation, the external
trade pattern of Hong Kong did not remain constant but
experienced gradual changes. In this chapter we are going
to examine the evolving pattern of Hong Kong's exports and
imports. We will first have a general review on Hong Kong's
overseas merchandise trade and then followed by a more
detailed analysis of domestic exports and retained imports.
The period under investigation starts from 1970 and ends in
1986.
CHAPTER TWO
HONG KONGS EXTERNAL TRADE PATTERN
By 1970, Hong Kong had established itself as a major
exporter of manufactures among the LDCs. During the years
1970 to 1986, Hong Kong has experienced further a rapid
expansion in her overseas merchandise trade. The volume
of total trade grew seventeenth-fold in that period, that
is, from a value of HK$ 32,845 million in 1970 to
HK$ 552,484 million in 1986. This amounts to an annual
•'
componded growth rate of 19.3% which was higher than the
average growth rate of trade flows of industrial countries
in the last ten years.3 In addition, the growth of Hong
Kong's total trade was also faster than that of domestic
income and consequently, the ratio of total trade to GDP
showed an upward trend. Table 2.1.1 is the summary of Hong
Kong's trade figures.
2.1 General Review of Hong Kong's Overseas Merchandise
Trade
From Table 2.1.1 it is seen that entrepot business
had showed signs of revival in the recent years. The growth
rate of re-exports was especially phenomenal after. 1978.
The value of Hong Kong's re-exports in 1986 was about ten
times that of 1978 while the domestic exports value only
nearly quadrupled in that eight years period. During the
year 1986 re-exports occupied a significant share of 45% in
Hong Kong's total exports value and it is expected to
continue its significant role in the coming years. With the









































































































Figures in parentheses below domestic exports and re-etfports
represent their percentage shares of total exports
Figures in parentheses below retained imports represent
their percentage shares of total imports
Figures in parentheses below total trade and trade balance
represent as percentage of GDP
Source: Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade in 1986 (Census
and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
Estimate of GDP 1966- 1987 (Census and Statistics
Department, Hong Kong)
growing importance of its entrepot business, the pattern of
total imports also marked a corresponding change. In 1978
Hong Kong retained almost 80% of its total imports for
internal uses, and after eight years' time, the ratio of
retained imports to total imports dropped to about 55%. The
remaining 45% of course were re-exported to the third
countries.
The revival of Hong Kong's entrepot business is
largely due to China's open door policy adopted since 1978.
As China relies more on external trade, Hong Kong can
utilize her advantages as a middleman between the mainland
and the west. Since Hong Kong has efficient commercial,
— « • •
communication and transportation facilities, China finds it
beneficial to conduct trade business through Hong Kong.
In 1986 the total value of Hong Kong's re-exports to
China and re-exports of Chinese goods amounted to HK$ 92,491
million. This figure suggests that roughly 75% of Hong
Kong's re-exports were related to China.
The net contribution of foreign merchandise trade to
national income and expenditure is reflected in the figure
of the trade balance. Hong Kong's negative trade balance
grew steadily in the 1970- 1983 period, with only the
exception of the year 1976. In terms of relative magnitude,
the ratio of trade balance to GDP stayed between 0.08 and
0.11. This reflects that each year about 10% of income was
leaking out of the domestic economy through merchandise
trade. Neverthless, the situation showed signs of
improvement since 1985 and whether Hong Kong can
successfully reverse her trade balance position remains to
be seen.
Since domestic exports play a more influential role
than re-exports to the domestic economy in terms of value
added and job creation, we will have a more detailed
analysis of the domestic exports pattern in the next
section. This will then be followed by a description of the
behaviour of retained imports.
2.2 Pattern of Hong Kong's Domestic Exports
The pattern of Hong Kong's domestic exports can be
analysed from its composition of commodity or distribution
of overseas markets. Table 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are the summary
figures of domestic exports according to commodity and
market composition.
Table 2.2.1 lists the trend movement of the eight
largest commodity items (classified according to the United
Nations Standard International Trade Classification (SITC),
Table 2.2.1 0 o m e s t i c Exports Classified by Major 51TC Commodity Items
(HK$ million)
SITC iterns
Year 65 69 75 76 77 84 885 894
Sub¬
total
1970 1)277 345 n.a. n.a. n.a. 4)337 135 1)111 n.a.
(10.34) (2.79) (35.13) (1.09) (9.00)
1972 1)552 415 n.a. n.a. n.a. 6)113 202 1)405 n.a.
(10.18) (2.72) (40.10) (1.33) (9.22)
1974 2)737 641 627 1,672 1,214 8,752 510 1,823 17,976
(11.95) (2.80) (2.74) (7.30) (5.30) (38.20) (2.23) (7.96) (78.46)
1976 3,051 844 838 2,384 1,465 14,288 1,207 2,403 26,480
(9.35) (2.59) (2.57) (7.31) (4.49) (43.79) (3.70) (7.36) (81.15)
1978 2,869 1,124 1,111 2,819 2,109 15,709 2,734 3,373 31,848
(7.05) (2.76) (2.73) (6.92) (5.18) (38.59) (6.72) (8.29) (78.23)
1980 4,535 2,037 2,079 5,030 4,490 23,258 6,288 6,023 53,740
(6.65) (2.99) (3.05) (7.38) (6.59) (34.12) (9.22) (8.84) (78.83)
L982 5,052 2,044 2,270 5,672 6,055 28,824 .7,168 9,191 66,276
(6.08) (2.46) (2.73) (6.83) (7.29) (34.71) (8.63) (11.07) (79.82)
1984 8,631 3,152 8,908 11,002 11,479 46,714 8,875 11,621 110,382
(6.26) (2.29) (6.46) (7.98) (8.32) (33.87) (6.43) (8.42) (80.02)
1986 10,955 3,474 7,267 11,681 11,214 52,162 11,323 11,753 119,829
(7.11) (2.26) (4.72) (7.59) (7.28) (33.88) (7.35) (7.63) (77.82)
Description of SITC codes•
65' textile yarn, fabrics, made up articles, n.e.s, and related products
69s manufactures of metal, n.e.s
75s office machines and automatic data processing equipment
76: telecommunication and sound recording and reproducing apparatus and
equipment
77s electrical machinery, apparatus and appiicances, n.e.s, and electrical
parts thereof
84: articles of apparel and clothing accessories
885: wtaches and clocks
894: baby carriages, toys, games and sporting goods
Figures in parentheses are percentages of total value of domestic exports
Source: Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade, various issues (Census and
Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
Hong Kong Trade Statistics, various issues (Census and
Statistics Department, Hang Kong)
Revision 2, by divisions or by groups) in Hong Kong's
domestic exports during the period 1970- 1986. These eight
commodity items constitute around 80% of Hong Kong's total
domestic exports and they are regarded as the backbone of
Hong Kong's domestic exports industry. From the table it is
noticed that clothing continued to be the largest export
commodity item albeit its importance shrinked a little bit
in the last few years. Since the quantity of clothing
exports are subjected to severe quota restrictions, its
importance in Hong Kong's domestic exports can only be
maintained by upgrading product quality in order to cdmmand
a higher unit price. The loss of significance of the
clothing industry was noticeably taken up by the upsurge of
watches and clocks, which became the fourth' largest export
industry in 1986. In recent years watches and clocks
exports have over-taken the importance of textiles exports,
which was once the second largest exporting industry in
Hong Kong. As a matter of fact, exports of the textile
industry cannot even keep pace with the growth of overall
domestic exports and it is often termed as the 'sunset
industry'. On the other hand, the domestic exports of
office machines and automated data processing equipment
(SITC 75), telecommunication and sound recording and
reproducing equipment (SITC 76), as well as the electrical
machinery, apparatus and applicances (SITC 77) all
experienced a steady growth in the past ten years. Their
prosperity are apt to continue since they are not so easily
affected by threat of protectionism.
With regard to the distribution of overseas markets
of Hong Kong's domestic exports, its concentration was no
less severe than that of commodity composition. During
1970- 1986, Hong Kong's seven largest overseas markets
bought more than 60% of its domestic exports each year (see
table 2.2.2). The degree of concentration once tended to
decline in the mid and late seventies, but it seemed to
have increased in recent years. Among the major overseas
markets, the United States continued to be the biggest buyer
which purchased about 40% of Hong Kong's total value of
domestic exports every year. The other OECD countries,
namely, the United Kingdom, West Germany and Japan also
bought a significant share of Hong Kong products. These
three countries totally demanded around 15- 20% of our
domestic exports in the sixteen years period. At the same
time, the importance of the Chinese market grew remarkably
since 1978. China became Hong Kong's second largest foreign
market in 1984 and the growth rate of domestic exports to
China continued to outpace that of Hong Kong's total
domestic exports. It should be noticed that much of Hong
Kong's domestic exports to China are parts and semi¬
manufactures which suggests that these exports are used for
outward processing and should not be treated as final
demand.
Table 2.2.2 Domestic Exports by Overseas Markets (HK$ million)
Sine- Wf»5?t Snh—
Year U.S. China Japan U.K. apore Taiwan Germany total
1970 5,190 30 492 1,481 280 147 985 8,605
(42.03) (0.24) (3.98) (11.99) (2.27) (1.19) (7.98) (69.69)
1972 6,125 21 480 2,195 350 233 1,525 10,929
(40.18) (0.14) (3.15) (14.40) (2.30) (1.53) (10.00) (71.69)
197' 7,422 99 1,061 2,768 626 362 2,444 14,782
(32.39) (0.43) (4.63) (12.08) (2.73) (1.58) (10.67) (64.52)
1976 11,236 24 1,400 3,286 782 320 3,995 21,043
(34.44) (0.07) (4.29) (10.07) (2.40) (0.98) (12.24) (64.49)
1978 15,125 81 1,856 3,871 1,104 511 4,426 26,974
(37.15) (0.20) (4.56) (9.51) (2.71) (1.26) (10.87) (66.26)
1980 22,591 1,605 2,329 6,791 1,791 836 7,384 43,327
(33.14) (2.35) (3.42) (9.96) (2.63) (1.23) (10.83) (63.56)
1982 31,223 3,806 3,167 7,187 1,964 1,027 7,031 55,405
(37.60) (4.58) (3,81) (8.66) (2.37) (1.24) (8.47) (66.73)
1984 61,374 11,283 5,151 10,497 2,627 1,611 9,522 102,065
(44.49) (8.18) (3.73) (7.61) (1.90) (1.17) (6.90) (73.99)
1986 64,219 18,022 6,212 9,918 2,794 1,658 11,003 113,826
(41.71) (11.70) (4.03) (6.44) (1.81) (1.08) (7.15) (73.92)
Figures in parentheses represent percentages of total value of
domestic exports
Source: Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade, various issues (Census
and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
Concerning the main markets for domestic exports of
principal commodities, it is found that Hong Kong relied
very much on the U.S. market for export of clothing. In
1986, 17.5% of Hong Kong's domestic exports were
clothing exports to the United States. In this regard
Hong Kong is considered to be too much dependent on a single
product exported to a particular market. Whenever the
United States introduces new restrictions on the import of
clothing, Hong Kong becomes the one to be greatly affected.
Therefore diversification should be sought in terms both
of commodity and market as far as possible.
2.3 Pattern of Hong Kong's Retained Imports
Retained imports is the portion of total imports that
is kept in domestic terrority for internal usage. It is
used to satisfy the consumption, production and capital
formation needs of the economy. The pattern of Hong Kong's
retained imports is presented in table 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 which
are classified by end-use categories and supplier countries
respectively.
Table 2.3.1 Retained Imports by End Use Category
(HK$ million)
Raw ma t e r i a 1 s
and Spmi- Consumer Canital Food-
Yea manufactures {roods Goods stuffs Fuels Total
197 6,543 2,995 1,897 2,825 454 14,715
(44.46) (20.35) (12.89) (19.20) (3.09) (100)
1971 7,993 3,271 2,359 3,394 593 17,609
(45.39) (18.58) (13.40) (19.27) (3.37.) (100)
1974 11,952 4,006 3,365 5,708 1,964 26,996
(44.27) (14.84) (12.46) (21.14) (7.28) (100)
1976 16,198 5,188 4,563 5,925 2,490 34,365
(47.14) (15.10) (13.28) (17.24) (7.25) (100)
1978 21,769 10,975 6,697 7,569 2,849 49,858
(43.66) (22.01) (13.43) (15.18) (5.71) (100)
1980 34,889 16,359 12,488 10,463 7,380 81,579
(42.77) (20.05) (15.31) (12.83) (9.05) (100)
1982 39,648 20,540 14,038 13,543 10,770 98,540
(40.24) (20.84) (14.25) (13.74) (10.93) (100)
1984 65,058 27,732 19,360 16,426 11,290 139,866
(46.51) (19.83) (13.84) (11.74) (8.07) (100)
1986 70,357 35,701 23,243 16,623 7,484 153,408
(45.86) (23.27) (15.15) (10.84) (4.88) (100)
Figures in parentheses represent percentages of total value
of retained imports
Source: Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade-, various issues
(Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
Retained imports by end-use is usually classified
into five broad categories: raw materials and
semi-manufactures, consumer goods, capital goods,
foodstuffs and fuels. It is noticed that raw materials
and semi-manufactures continued to occupy the greatest
proportion of retained imports in the 1970- 1986 period.
Table 2.3.1 shows that every year more than 40% of retained
imports are used in the intermediate production process.
This is not unexpected as Hong Kong itself does not produce
raw materials such that most of materials used in
manufacturing have to be imported. After the products are
finished, the majority of them will be exported to overseas
markets and what Hong Kong has earned in the process are
mainly value added from labour and capital. Therefore the
growth rate of retained imports of raw materials and
semi-manufactures was similar to that of domestic exports in
the past years.
While the proportion of consumer goods and capital
goods in total retained imports were relatively stable, the
« .
consumption of foodstuffs as a percentage of retained
imports showed a downward trend. The significance of
foodstuffs halved in the sixteen years period ana this
can be explained by the fact that consumption of food has
an income inelastic demand so as to cause its growth rate
lagging behind that of income level. Consequently the
share of foodstuffs in retained imports is likely to
dwindle further in the future. On the other hand retained
imports of fuels experienced a large fluctuation especially
during the early seventies and early eighties. It was due
to the impact of the two oil shocks that triggered
substantial increases in crude oil prices and led to an
upsurge in the imported value of fuels. As more time was
allowed, adjustments were made when the demand for oil
became more price elastic, and the effect from the oil
shocks diminished.
Table 2.3.2 shows that the distribution of retained
imports by country of origin was rather concentrated. The
seven largest import suppliers provided more than 10% of
Hong Kong's retained imports in the past years. Among them
Japan was the largest which supplied about one quarter
of imported goods, and then followed by China, the
United States and Taiwan. In 1986, major commodity Items
of import from Japan were textile yarns, fabrics, made-up
articles and related products; electrical machinery;
photographic apparatus; watches and clocks;
telecommunication and sound recording and reproducing
equipment. Apart from the textile products, the rest were
used for consumption and capital formation uses. At the
same time Hong Kong also retained much of the textile
fabrics imports from China and Taiwan. It can therefore
be inferred that Japan, China and Taiwan are the main•
Table 2.3.2 Retained Imports by Country of Origin (HKS million)
Qi nrr- Woof QnK—
Year Japan China U.S. U.K. Taiwan apore Germany total
1970 3,893 2,142 1,838 1,375 765 349 579 10,941
(26.46) (14.56) (12.49) (9.34) (5.20) (2.37) (3.93) (74.35)
1972 4,502 2,864 1,901 1,262 1,191 652 650 13,022
(25.57) (16.26) (10.80) (7.17) (6.76) (3.70) (3.69) (73.95)
1974 5,949 4,409 3,606 1,709 1,522 1,824 986 20,005
(22.04) (16.33) (13.36) (6.33) (5.64) (6.76) (3.65) (74.10)
1976 8,123 5,359 4,071 1,607 2,799 2,420 1,081 25,460
(23.64) (15.59) (11.85) (4.68) (8.14) (7.04) (3.15) (74.09)
1978 12,064 6,932 5,962 2,596 3,803 2,537 1,711 35,605
(24.20) (13.90) (11.96) (5.21) (7.63) (5.09) (3.43) (71.41)
1980 19,703 13,624 10,800 4,888 5,818 6,217 2,347 63,397
(24.15) (16.70) (13.24) (5.99) (7.13) (7.62) (2.88) (77.71)
1982 22,464 18,417 10,919 5,840 7,666 8,744 2,660 76,710
(22.80) (18.69) (11.08) (5.93) (7.78) (8.87) (2.70) (77.85)
1984 35,184 27,398 16,171 7,431 12,203 9,063 3,763 111,213
(25.16) (19.59) (11.56) (5.31) (8.72) (6.48) (2.69) (79.51)
1986 39,455 28,401 12,924 7,191 15,348 7,187 5,670 116,176
(25.72) (18.51) (8.25) (4.69) (10.00) (4.68) (3.70) (75.73)
Figures in parentheses represent percentages of total value of
retained imports
Source: Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade, various issues (Census
and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
suppliers of raw materials to Hong Kong
As mentioned in section 2.1, Hong Kong has always
incurred trade deficits in the past years. While it
has a favourable trade balance position with the western
countries, namely, the United States, the United Kingdom and
West Germany, its merchandise trade with the neighbouring
countries, that is, China, Japan and Taiwan is always in
deficit. Therefore the trade balance of Hong Kong is mainly
determined by the export demand of the former three
countries and the import supply of the latter three
countries.
In the field of international finance one can find
an abundant literature about the analysis of balance of
trade. This is hardly surprising as external trade always
constitutes a major component in many economies and a
surplus in trade balance is always regarded by governments
as a favourable indicator to the country. Whenever there is
a prolonged period of trade deficits, government may. try
every means to strengthen their performance by practising
such methods as devaluation etc. As a result there emerged
various theories that attempt to explain how the balance of
trade of a country is determined. Among them the
noteworthy ones are the elasticity approach, the absorption
approach and the monetary approach to external adjustment.
Each theory describes in what ways do prices, incomes, and
exchange rates affect the trade balance. In this chapter
we will have a survey on these three distinguished
approaches.
CHAPTER THREE
THEORIES OF TRADE BALANCE DETERMINATIOt
As the trade balance is equal to the difference
between exports and imports, the elasticity approach
attempts to analyse the trade balance by focusing on how the
equilibrium exports and imports values are obtained. It is
found that the effects of various economic variables on
equilibrium exports and imports depends on various relevant
elasticities and from this the name 'elasticity approach'
is derived.
3.1 The Elasticity Approacl
The elasticity approach can best be explained by the
following model.4 Consider there are two countries 1 and 2.
Country 1 produces and exports commodity A 'with quantity
QXj at domestic price PX1, while country 2 imports QM2 of
commodity A (from country 1) at domestic price PM2. On
the other hand, country 2 produces and exports commodity B
with quantity QX2 at domestic price PX2. The exports of
country 2 are demanded by country 1 with country l's import
demand denoted by QMi with domestic import price PMi.
According to the elasticity approach, it is assumed
that each good's demand and supply depend on its own price
alone. Hence the demand and supply functions can be
specified as follows:
For country 1
Demand for good B (3.1.1
Supply of good A fa 1 2
For country 2
Demand for good A
( r 1 o
Supply of good B: (3.1.4)
Assuming the law of one price holds for each good, we
have
where e is the exchange rate which is defined as the price
of country 2's currency in terms of country l's currency.
The price levels are set such that the goods markets are
(3.1.5)





Thus the trade balance of country 1 measured in terms of its
own currency is equal to:
(3.1.9)
(3.1.10)
By taking total differentials of equation (3.1.5) and
equation (3.1.6), we obtain the following equation which
shows the relationship between price changes and
devaluation (expressed in percentage terms):
I O 1 1 1
What equation (3.1.11) says is that for each
commodity, the devaluation rate is equal to the difference
between the price changes in country 1 and country 2. We
are interested in how the devaluation is divided between
the two price changes. To answer the above question we
have to totally differentiate equations (3.1.7) and (3.1.8)
and make use of the demand and supply equations (3.1.1),
(3.1.2), (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) to get the relationship
between the two price changes necessary to maintain the











We have used EM}, EX1( EM2 and EX2 to denote country 1 and
country 2s elasticity of import demand and export supply
respectively.
By substituting equation (3.1.16) and equation
(3.1.17) into equation (3.1.11), the percentage changes in
country l's good price levels can be expressed as a function




both goods' domestic price levels have to increase in order
to keep the market in equilibrium.
The effect on country l's trade balance due to given
price changes can be obtained by differentiating equation
(3.1.9) and writing the results in terms of elasticities:
(3 .1.20)
By substituting from equation (3.1.18) and (3.1.19) and
considering the trade is initially in balance (i.e.
PXj.QXj= PM.QM), the exchange rate effect on trade
balance as a percentage of exports (or imports) can be
expressed as follows:
Hence the exchange rate effect on trade balance depends on
the magnitudes of the four elasticities EXlt EX2, EM and
EM2• The above result was discovered independently by
C. F. Bickerdike and J. Robinson and was summarized by
L. A. Metzler. Thus equation (3.1.21) was termed as
Bickerdike-Robinson-Metzler condition.
(3.1.21'
The denominator in the bracketed term of equation
(3.1.21) is unambigously positive. Therefore a devaluation
(i.e. increase in (d e)e) will improve the trade balance
if the numerator is also positive. That is,
(3. 1.22)
It is convenient to re-write equation (3.1.22) in such a way
that all the terms are nonnegative:
(9 1 91
Dividing equation (3.1.23) by (EX1.EX2) and assuming
there is infinite supply elasticities (i.e. EX and EX2
tend to be infinity), then the Bickerdike-Robinson-Metzler
condition will be reduced to the famous Marshal1-Lerner
condition (i.e. (-EM})+ (-EM2) 1) of the exchange rate
effect on the trade balance. Moreover, from equation
(3.1.23) it is readily seen that the Marshal1-Lerner
condition is sufficient but not necessary for the
Bickerdike-Robinson-Metzler condition provided that the
supply elasticities are positive.
The elasticity approach provides a theoretical
framework to analyse how the trade balance will be changed
after a devaluation. However, it suffers from the weakness
of being a partial equilibrium approach. Throughout the
analysis, it is implicitly assumed incomes and prices of
all other domestic nontraded goods remain unchanged, which
is clearly not so realistic. In view of the above
analysis, during the fifties there emerged a distinct
approach to analyse the devaluation effects on trade
balance from a macro framework which is termed as the
absorption approach.
3.2 The Absorption Approaci
The absorption (or sometimes called as income
expenditure) approach to balance of trade was first
proposed by S. S. Alexander in an article published in the
International Monetary Fund Staff Papers in 1952. Instead
of focusing on the elasticity of importexport demand and
supply, the absorption approach puts the emphasis on the
relationship of real expenditure to real income and on the
relationship of these variables to the price level.
From the national income identity, net foreign trade
balance is equal to the difference between the total goods
and services locally produced (denoted by Y), and the
total goods and services absorbed by the domestic market.
Alexander called the latter term absorption, A. Disregarding
the government, absorption is thus equal to domestic
consumption plus investment. Therefore, the trade balance
TB= Y- A (3.2.1)
Assuming absorption is a function of income plus a constant,
we mav write:
TB= Y- A (Y)- D (n 9 a)
The effects of devaluation on trade balance is thus shown
by the following formula:
(3.2.3)
Equation (3.2.3) shows the effect on trade balance due to
exchange rate changes can be decomposed into (a) change in
the production level of that country and the income induced
change in absorption, and (b) change of real absorption
associated with a given level of real income.
Alexander then went on to elaborate these two effects
separately. First, the devaluation effect on income is
explained by the utilization of idle resources and change
of terms of trade. As devaluation lets the country to
export more, there will be increase in income level by the
induced stimulation on domestic demand through the
multiplier effect, provided that there are unemployed
resources. On the other hand, income level is likely to
decrease due to deterioration of terms of trade. The reason
is: as a country's exports are usually more specialized
than its imports, therefore a devaluation will result in a
decline of export price greater than the decline of import
price (both in foreign currency). As a result it may be
assumed that the normal effect of a devaluation will be
such a deterioration of terms of trade of the devaluing
country as to make the balance of payemts deteriorate by
the amount t.5
Second, the direct effect on absorption results from
the increase in price level to discourage absorption out
of a given level of real income. It is composed of cash
balance effect, redistribution of income, money illusion
and other miscellaneous absorption effects. The rise in
price level brought by the devaluation will cause the real
money supply to decrease. If money holders wish to
maintain cash holdings of a certain real value, they will
tend to substitute their real expenditures or assets by
accumulating more cash. The rise of interest rate coupled
with the decrease in expenditure will then discourage
absorption. Increase in price level will also redistribute
income from wage earners to profit recipients while tax
revenues collected by government will also be higher. As
income is shifted from those with a high propensity to
absorb to those with a lower propensity, the trade balance
will be improved upon by a devaluation. In addition, people
will buy and consume less at higher price level albeit their
real income remains unchanged and this is termed as money
illusion effect. As a whole, how the trade balance will
change from a given devaluation will therefore depend on
the strength of various effects discussed in the last two
paragraphs.
The absorption approach proposed by Alexander to
analyse the trade balance received various comments after
the publication of the article. Among them the noteworthy
one was from Machlup (1955). Machlup first supplemented
Alexander's analysis of income and absorption changes with
the resource reallocation effect (i.e. output may increase
through a more economic or efficient use of the resource
employed after a devaluation) as well as a the substitution
effect (i.e. higher import and export prices relative to
domestic goods will make consumers and producers to shift
their plans). He also attacked the point made by
Alexander that the income absorption identity in equation
(3.2.1), (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) hold both in real and money
terms. It was noted that while it makes sense to think of
exports and imports separately in real terms, the
difference between the two can only be conceived in money
value. The above point can best be expressed in his
statement when a country has to pay increased prices .for
its imports and buys a slightly reduced physical quantity
of imports, what is the meaning of an improved 'real' trade
balance if at the same time the balance in mo-ney terms has
deteriorated?6 He went on further to stress that under
pegged exchange rate a negative trade balance cannot be
substained without the selling of reserves by the monetary
authority. Therefore assumptions concerning the money
supply will be a crucial factor in the analysis of
devaluation.
As a conclusion, it is noted that aggregate spending
and propensities are by themselves not sufficient to do the
job that is assigned to them. Rather, both the relative
prices and the income absorption approach are needed to
analyse the effects of a devaluation.
3.3 The Monetary Aooroach
The third approach commonly used in the analysis of
external balance is the monetary approach to balance of
payments, which was refined and expanded by Mundell and
Johnson in the 1970s. As the name suggests, the monetary
approach does not attempt to explain the behaviour of
individual component of the balance of payments (such
as balance of trade) rather it is designed to analyse
the overall balance, or the transactions that we usually
call as 'accommodating'.
According to the monetarists, the balance of
payments is essentially a monetary phenomenon. They regard
the relationship between demand for ana supply of money as
the basic determinent to the balance of payments, and the
external imbalance stems from the disequilibrium in the
money market. Their theoretical argument can be expressed,
as follows.
For any country over the long run, there exists a
stable demand function for money as a stock. The amount of
nominal money balance demanded (MD) is a function of price
level (P), real income (Y) and interest rate (i). Other
thing being equal, a rise in price level or real income, or
a fall in interest rate will increase the amount of nominal
money balance demanded. In the former case, more money
is required to finance the larger value of transactions
while in the latter case, decrease in opportunity cost of
holding money will cause the money holding to increase. On
the other hand, the supply of nominal money (MS) is the
product of money multiplier (m) and the monetary base (B).
The monetray base is made up of two components: domestic
credit (D) and domestic currency value of government's
international reserves (R). The international reserves will
be changed due to inflow or outflow of reserves from or to
foreign countries caused by a surplus or defici.t in the
balance of payments.
The money market equilibrium is the state where
money demand is equal to money supply, which is described
by the equation:
(3.3.1)
Assuming a constant money multiplier (m), changes in demand
for money (MD) or in the domestic credit creation (D) will
pull the money market out of equilibrium. Since there is
always a tendency towards stock equilibrium in the money
market, it is through changes in the international reserves
to restore the money market equilibrium under fixed
exchange rate. Such changes (A R) is the source of balance
of payments surpluses or deficits and can be shown by the
formula:7
Equation (3.3.2) shows the effect of a once and for all
change in either stock demand for money or domestic credit
creation, which results in changes of international
reserves (i.e. changes in balance of payments). If the
change in the demand for money or domestic credit occurs
continuously, equation (3.3.2) can be rewritten as:
(3.3.2)
(3.3.3)
where dotted variables are expressed in rate of change
form. Equation (3.3.3) thus shows that continuous payments
imbalance is the result of the continuous adjustment
process in the money market. A payments surplus occurs when
the desired demand for money balance exceeds the money
stock. If the excess demand for money is not satisfied
from domestic sources, funds from abroad in the form of
trade surplus or capital inflows will be attracted in to
satisfy it. The process will be reverse if there is instead
an excess money supply. The payments imbalance will be
temporary and self-correcting. It will continue only until
the money stock rises (or falls) to the level where the
money market restores equilibrium again.
The prices, incomes and exchange rates effects on the
balance of payments can be explained through their effects
on the money demand function. Whenever there is a rise in
the price level, which is due to exogeneous price movement
or devaluation, the desired amount of money demand will
increase. If the excess demand is not satisfied from
domestic sources (i.e. domestic credit expansion), then
funds will flow in and results in balance of payments
surplus. A real income growth rate that exceeds the
corresponding growth rate of domestic monetary base will
also bring a similiar effect to the balance of payments.
It should be mentioned that G.A. Craig (1981) has
proposed a variant to the conventional monetary approach to
balance of payments. Instead of explaining the overall
balance of payments, Craig claimed that the monetary
approach should be applied to the trade balance only. The
reason is that if the excess supply of money is disposed of
merely by the purchase of foreign assets- through the
capital account, that excess money supply has only been
simply transformed into excess supply of other financial
assets, and the situation of disequilibrium still remains.
By Say's law, an excess supply of assets must result in a
net excess demand for goods, which implies a deficit in the
trade balance. He therefore concluded that under the fixed
exchange rate regime, the balance of trade must be
influenced by an excess supply of or demand for money.
We have received three different approaches to
analyse the behaviour of balance of trade, namely, the
elasticity approach, the absorption approach and the
monetary approach. The fundamental differnece of these
three approaches can be distinguished from the inspection of
the national income identity. Disregarding the activities
of government, national income (Y) equals the sum of
expenditures on consumption and investment (A), and the
excess of exports (X) over imports (M):
(3.3.4)
According to Craig's version of monetary approach, balance
of trade is equal to changes of net international.reserves
which is the result of changes of money stock (AM).
Therefore we can write the trade balance equation in three
alternative ways:
(3.3.5)
The elasticity approach analyse the trade balance by
focusing on (X- M). On the other hand the absorption
approach focuses on (Y- A), while the monetary approach
puts the attention on AM. It is the different points of
departure from the national income identity that constitute
the different approaches to balance of trade.
In the first part of the thesis we have surveyed
various theories that account for how the balance of trade
is determined. We are now in the position to develop a
model for empirical investigation of the prices, incomes
and exchange rates effects on Hong Kong's exports and
imports in the floating exchange rate period.
CHAPTER FOUR
MODEL SPECIFICATION
The first step to be taken in building our
appropriate model is to decide whether we should follow the
perfect substitutes or imperfect substitutes framework, that
is, to ask whether our exports or imports are treated as
perfect substitutes for domestic goods. The key in
answering this question lies in the examination of the
types of goods being traded in Hong Kong with rest of the
world. As pointed out in the second chapter the exports ana
imports of Hong Kong are quite diverse in nature. The
majority of Hong Kong's exports are finished consumer
products while at the same time it has to import most of
its raw materials, semi-manufactures and capital goods.
The pattern of Hong Kong's external trade thus suggests that
it is importing raw materials and processing them into
exportable finished products. The export proceeds derived
are used to meet the consumption needs of its people and
installation of machinery equipment. In view of this trade
pattern it is more appropriate for us to treat the export
and import commodities as imperfect substitutes for
domestic goods.
Another argument in favour of the use of imperfect
substitutes model in analysing aggregate trade flows was
proposed by S.P. Magee (1975). He argued that under the
assumption of exportsimports are perfect substitutes for
domestic goods, an economy's net exports should be equal to
the difference between domestic commodity demand and supply.
If the goods are produced under constant cost technology,
there will either be complete domination of the market by
imports or complete domination by domestic production.
Moreover, changes in relative prices will cause large
movements towards either complete import domination or
complete domestic domination of markets. As we do not
observe this phenomenon in the aggregate data, the perfect
substitutes view of international trade cannot be
justified.
Both the absorption approach and the monetary
approach to balance of trade try to explain the
disequilibrium of trade balance by means of excess demand
(or supply) for domestic goods. The absorption approach
focuses on the discrepency between the level of domestic
income and expenditure while the monetary approach puts the
emphasis on the transformation of disequilibrium in money
market into goods market. Conceptually they both follow
the framework of perfect substitutes model of which we
consider less applicable to the situation of Hong Kong.
Therefore our empirical model developed below comes from the
idea of the elasticity approach and can be termed as an
extended version of the basic elasticity model. In this
model separate export and import equations are derived with
the assumption that exports, imports and domestic products
are sufficiently nonsubstitutable to give us finite price
elasticities, and, in addition to price and exchange rate
variables, income is also included as a determinant of the
trade balance.
4.1 Derivation of the ExDort Function
Conventional microeconomic theory tells us that the
quantity of commodities exchanged in the market is
determined by the intersection of demand and supply.
Exchange across national border, that is, international
trade, is of no exception and therefore the derivation of
export function requires the specification of an export
demand and an export supply equation together with the
solution of their equilibrium value.
Export demand refers to the quantity of goods
produced in the domestic economy and demanded by the
foreign markets. Now let us consider how a representative
foreign market, country j's demand for exporter country i's
export is derived.
The amount of country i's export demanded by
country j follows the result of consumer theory. To start
the analysis we first assume that country j demands four
types of goods: (i) nontradable goods produced by itself,
(ii) tradable goods produced by itself, (iii) tradable
goods produced by country i and (iv) tradable goods produced
by country i's competitors. As usual consumers in country j
are hypothesized to maximize their utility subjected to
budget constraint. This means they have to allocate their
limited income into the four types of goods in an optimal
manner. To facilitate analysis it is plausible to say that
consumers have separable preferences over all tradables and
nontradables. If this holds, preferences of nontradables can
be described independently of the quantities in the group
of tradables. This leads the consumers into the two stage
budgeting process. In the first stage consumers allocate
their expenditure between tradables and nontradables, given
their income and their relative prices between the two broad
groups of commodities. In the second stage they are
required to divide their expenditure on the entire tradable
group (given in stage one) into the three different types of
tradable goods mentioned above. As a result country j's
demand for country 1's export is a function of (i) its own
real income level, and (ii) the relative prices of tradable
goods produced by country j, country i (i.e. country i's
export) and country i's competitors (i.e. export of country
i's competitors), where all prices are denominated in
country j's currency. Note that the price of nontradable
good produced in country j enters the picture only at stage
one and therefore is not an argument in our export demand
function.
Formally, country i's export (to country j) demand
function is written as:
(4.1.1)
where QXDj is the quantity of country i's export demanded
by country j; Nlj is nominal income level in export market
j; PT j, PTjj, CPTjj are country j's prevailing prices of
tradable goods (denominated in country j's currency) that
are produced domestically, by country i and country i's
competitors respectively.
The export demand function is specified in the
following exponential functional form:
(4.1.2)
This export demand function has the property of zero degree
homogeneity in nominal income and price level which implies
consumers suffer no money illusion (the issue of whether we
should impose homogeneity postulate in export demand
function will be discussed in the next chapter). If we
multiply all nominal terms by an arbitrary constant the
quantity of export demand will remain unchanged. Moreover,
using the exponential functional form gives us easy
interpretation of the coefficients aj, a2, and ag. It can
be shown that coefficient a represents country j's income
elasticity of demand for country i's exports; a2
represents the elasticity of j's demand for i's export
with respect to i's export price relative to j's domestic
price; and ag represents the elasticity of j's demand for
i's export with respect to i's export price relative to
export price of i's competitors.8 Thus a 2 measures the
substitutabi1ity between i's export and j's domestic
products; while ag measures the substitutability between
i's export and those of its competitors in export market j.
Since we are considering the aggregate export demand, the
possibility of inferior goods is ruled out so that a- is
expected to have positive sign while a2 and ag are taken to
have negative values.
The term PTj can be related to country i's export
price (denominated in i's currency) by the following
formula:9
(4.1.3)
where PXjj is i's price of tradables exported to j expressed
in i's currency, and EXj is the bilateral nominal exchange
rate between i and j (i.e. price of i's currency in terms of
j's currency). Likewise, CPTj can be expressed as:
(4.1.4)
where CPX-j is a weighted average of i's competitors'
export price expressed in i's competitors' currency, and
CEX-j is the weighted average exchange rate between i's
competitors and country j (i.e. price of i's competitors'
currency in terms of j's currency). As a result, equation
(4.1.2) can be rewritten as:
(4.1.5)
International economists often refer the second and third
bracketed terms on the right hand side of equation (4.1.5)
as the real exchange rate between any two countries. It is
used to measure the competitiveness of domestic goods in
international market.
At this stage it is convenient for further analysis
by transforming equation (4.1,5) into log linear form.
Taking logarithm on both sides of equation (4.1.5) gives:
where Rlj is the real income level of country j which is
defined as j's nominal income deflated by its domestic
tradable price level.
(4.1.61
Equation (4.1.6) is an adequate description for
determining the amount of export flows from country i to
country j. What's more, our interest is to specify the
overall export demand faced by country i, that is, the
demand for country i's export in all its overseas markets.
To complete this task we have to aggregate equation (4.1.6)
across all the j th markets. Due to nonlinear it ies of our
log linear functional form, the exact aggregation of
equation (4.1.6) is valid only under some restrictive
assumption.10 Nevertheless, directly summing up equation
(4.1.6) across all the j th markets gives us an
approximation on the relationship between the total
quantities of country i's export demand with all the
relevant determining variables discussed above. Hence it
is legitimate to write:
(4.1.7)
For any country, the total amount of its export demand
(QXD) is a function of (i) weighted average real income
level in its foreign markets (FRI),( i i) export price
denominated in domestic currency (PX), (iii) export
weighted effective exchange rate index (EEX), (iv) weighted
average of tradable good prices in its foreign markets
(FPT), (v) weighted average of competitors' export price
denominated in competitors' currencies, as well as (vi)
competitors' effective exchange rate index weighted by
their trade shares in our country's export markets (CEX).
The interpretation of coefficients, b2, b3 is the same
as that of aj, a2, a3 except that the former three terms
apply to individual foreign market j while the latter three
terms apply to aggregate foreign markets. Since the theme
of this thesis is to analyse the incomes, prices and
exchange rates effects on trade balance, it- is necessary
for us to express export demand in money value terms:
(4.1.8)
where VXD is value of export demand.
To determine the equilibrium export value, we also
have to specify an export supply function. Just like our
export demand function that comes from the result of
consumer theory, the export supply function will be derived
from producer theory. First of all it is hypothesized that
the export supply industry belongs to the perfectly
competitive market structure. This implies that the
industry supply curve is just equal to the summation of
individual firm's marginal cost curves. The major input
factors in the export industry are labour and raw materials
and on practical grounds these input prices are used as
proxies for marginal cost. Thus export supply is specified
to be a function of labour cost, price of raw materials and
export price. Moreover, export producers may find it more
profitable and shift their their resources into the
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production of goods other than those for exports (i.e.
nontradables) as these goods' selling prices rise. To take
account of this point, general domestic price variable will
also enter into the export supply function. The export
supply function is thus written as:
(4.1.9)
where QXS is quantity of export supply, PX is price of
export (as we have defined earlier), DP is general domestic
price level, W is the labour wage rate and PRM is the price
of raw materials. All prices are expressed in domestic
currency. Incorporating the homogeneity postulate into the
export supply function and specifying it in exponential
functional form gives us the following:
(4.1.10)
It can be easily shown that the above export supply
function is homogeneous of degree zero in nominal terms.
Multiplying each nominal variable by an arbitrary constant
leaves the dependent variable QXS unchanged. In addition,
the coefficient Cj can be interpreted as price elasticity
of export supply.11 Since the supply curve is assumed to be
upward sloping, c is of positive sign: with PX rising
relative to DP, producers will find it more profitable to
produce exportable commodities and tend to increase the
export production. On the other hand, coefficients C2 and
C3 are both factor cost elasticities of export supply.12 If
labour and raw materials are superior inputs in the
production process (which is normally the case), increases
in their factor prices will decrease the quantity of export
supplied.13 As a result 03 and C3 are taken to have
negative values.
Just like the export demand equation, it is more
convenient to transform equation (4.1.10) into log linear
form. Taking logarithm on both sides of equation (4.1.10)
gives:
(4.1.11)
where RW is real wage rate and DPRM is price of raw
materials deflated by general domestic price level. Since
we are interested in the money value of export supply




Equation (4.1.8) and (4.1.12) constitute our export
model. It is a simultaneous equations system in the sense
that quantity and price are dependent on each other. To%
solve the issue of simultaneity problem faced in empirical
estimation, we have to obtain a reduced form by solving the
system of equations.
The equilibrium condition of the system occurs at
the intersection of demand and supply schedule. That is:
VXS= VXD= VX (4.1.13)
where VX is the equilibrium value of export. The reduced
form equation can be obtained first by solving equation




Substituting equation (4.1.15) into either the export demand
or export supply function gives us equilibrium export
f1ows:
(4 .1 .16)
Equation (4.1.16) summarizes the effects of all the
determining variables on the value of exports for any.
country.
Here it is necessary to consider the time lag effect
on international trade flows. Economists have often argued
that there are delayed responses of trade flows due to such
time lags as recognition lag, decision lag, delivery lag,
replacement lag and production lag (see Junz and Rhomberg
( 1973)). Moreover, it takes time for the new price
information to be disseminated throughout the economy and
for the economic agents to get adjusted accordingly. This
suggests that exporters and importers are not always 01
their long run demand and supply curve. The above point cai
be illustrated in the following diagram:
Figure 4.1.1 Short Run and Long Run Impact of Changes of
Determining Variables on Equilbrium Export
Dg, Sg, Dl, Sl are the short run and long run demand and
supply schedules respectively. According to Le Chatelier
principle long run schedule is always more elastic than
that of the short run. The initial short run and long run
equilibrium are both supposed to be at E0. Then after a
change in the magnitudes of the determining variables,
there will be a shift in the two schedules. It is readily
seen that short run equilibrium will move from Eg to E at
where DS1 intersects Sgi- However, after sufficient time
has lapsed the long run equilibrium will be at E2. Since
the equilibrium quantity and price are different before and
after sufficient adjustment has taken place, it is more
correct to write the long run export function as:
(4.1.17)
The symbol (L) indicates the lags of a particular variable
and is employed to capture the dynamic trade behaviour.
Equation (4.1.17) provides us a theoretical background for
empirical estimation.
It deserves some space here to talk about the signs
of coefficients of various determining variables in
equation (4.1.17). Since we have given arguments for. the
expected signs of each structural coefficient, it is
possible for us to determine the signs of certain reduced
form coefficients. Their expected signs are summarized in
table (4.1.1).
It is clear that the activity variable FRI should
have positive effect on a country's level of exports. As



















foreign markets' real income increases, they will demand
more for domestic export production, thus shifting up the
export demand curve and results in an increase in price,,
quantity and value of exports. The same analysis also holds
for the change in magnitude of the EEX, FPT and (CPX.CEX)
variables. After either (i) a depreciation in our
country's exchange rate, (ii) an increase in foreigners' own
tradable good price, or (iii) an increase in the landed
price of our competitors' export in the foreign markets,
importers will find our tradables to be relatively cheaper.
The substitution effect brings us an upward movement of
the export demand schedule and finally cause an increase in
equilibrium export value. On the other hand, the expected
signs of DP, RW and DPRM are ambigious. The reason rests on
the fact that changes of these exogeneous variables will
cause a shift of export supply curve to intersect a
constant export demand schedule. The resulting equilibrium
quantity and price tend to move in opposite directions so
that the net effect on equilibrium export value is
undetermined. If the demand curve is very inelastic (i.e.
the sum of absolute value of (b2+ bg) is less than unity),
then increases in DP, RW or DPRM will bring an increase in
equilibrium export value, and vice versa. Therefore the
effect of DP, RW and DPRM on export flows can only be known
from the results of empirical estimation.
4.2 Derivation of the Import Function
Same as the idea of the export function, our import
function also follows the imperfect substitutes model
framework. The equilibrium value of imports is obtained by
the intersection of import demand and import supply
schedules.
First of all the import demand function is
specified. We have earlier seen that the majority of Hong
Kong's retained imports classified by end use category are
raw materials, semi-manufactures, capital goods and consumer
goods. From this observation it is obvious that Hong Kong
retained most of its imports for the purpose of internal
consumption and production. Hence the import demand
function derived below should be capable of explaining how
a country's consumption demand and derived demand for
inputs are determined.
To start the analysis it is hypothesized that there
are three kinds of goods available in a particular country
m's market: nontradable goods, domsetically produced
tradable goods and imported tradable goods. All of these
three goods are treated as imperfect substitutes by country
m's citizens. The assumption of separability of preferences
between tradables and nontradables makes it plain that the
price of domestic nontradable goods will not be an argument.
in the import demand function. In considering country m's
import demand for country n's product for consumption usage,
the previous section has shown that it will be a function
of (i) country m's nominal income level deflated by
domestic tradable good price (NIraPTm), and (ii) the ratio
between country m's domestic tradable good price and
country m's imported price of country n's product
(PMmnPTm) (both prices are expressed in country m's
currency). On the other hand, from producer theory we know
that derived demand for intermediate inputs depends on the
firm's output level plus the relative prices of various
substitutable input factors. Assuming that domestic and
imported tradables are substitutable inputs in the
production process, and using (NImPTm) as a proxy for the
country's real output level, then country m's intermediate
input demand for country n's products will also be a
function of (NImPTm) and (PMmnPTm). As a whole country
m's input demand for country n's tradable goods is written
as:




The import demand function of equation (4.2.2) fulfills the
homogeneity postulate such that importers are assumed to
have no money illusion (whether we should impose the
homogeneity postulate in the import demand function will be
discussed in the next chapter). This is shown by the fact
that multiplying all nominal terms on equation (4.2.2) by
an arbitrary constant will leave QMDmn unchanged. The
coefficients d and d£ are intrepreted as income (output)
and price elasticity of import demand respectively.14 If the
possibility of inferior goods and inferior inputs is ruled
out, then d will take positive value. On the other hand,
the coefficient d£ is expected to have negative sign. The
reason for this expectation is twofold. The first reason is
that since we do not consider inferior consumption goods,
the import demand for consumption usage must be downward
sloping. The second reason is due to convexity of the
firm's profit function that implies derived demand curve
for input factors cannot be upward sloping. Both of these
two arguments support the suggestion of a negative price
elasticity of demand for imports.
Taking logarithm on both sides of equation (4.2.2)
we get:
(4.2.3)
where RIm is the real income level in country m (defined
as nominal income deflated by price of domestically
produced tradable goods).
Since we are interested in the money value of import
demand (VMDmn), we will multiply QMDmn by PMmn and obtain
equation (4.2.4):
(4.2.4)
It is noted that PMmn is the price of tradables
imported from country n to country m and expressed in m's
currency. Neglecting the presence of tariff and
transportation cost, PMmn must be equal to country n's
export price (PXmn) denominated in n's currency divided by
the bilateral exchange rate between m and n (EXmn, i.e.
price of m's currency in terms of n's currency). In
mathematical terms, it is:
(4.2.5)
Substituting PMmn into equation (4.2.4) gives:
(4.2.6)
Equation (4.2.6) adequately describes the determination of
m's import demand for n's tradable goods. As our task is
to specify the total value of import demand into country m,
we have to aggregate equation (4.2.6) across all the n th
import suppliers. Bearing in mind the problems that one
may encounter in the aggregation of equations,15 we arrive
at the following import demand equation:
(4.2.7)
For any country, the total value of its import demand (VMD)
is a function of (i) its domestic real income level (DRI),
(ii) weighted average of import supliers' export price
(expressed in import suppliers' currency) divided by its
import weighted effective exchange rate index (i.e.
MPXMEX), and (iii) its price of domestically produced
tradable goods (DPT). The expected signs of the elasticity
coefficients for aggregate data are the same as
disaggregated data, and therefore e and are expected to
be opposite in signs with the former being positive and the
latter negative. It is interesting to note that while an
increase in real income level will surely bring an increase
in value of import demand, a rise of landed import price
(caused by increases in import suppliers' export price or
depreciation of domestic currency) will have an unknown
impact on VMD since movements of price and quantity are in
different directions.
In the derivation of export function described in
the previous section, we have to specify a separate export
suuply equation for the reason that price and quantity are
simultaneous in nature. While a single country is unlikely
to increase its total supply at a constant price, the rest
of the world may well be able to increase its export supply
to a small and open economy without a rise in export price.
Thus we will take the infinite import supply elasticity
assumption. Since the import supply is infinitely price
elastic, the import price variable becomes exogeneous (given
from outside the model) and estimating the import function
is equal to the estimation of the import demand function.
Lastly, the issue of time lag effects on
international trade flows is also applicable to our import
model. Due to the various types of time lags faced in
international trade, a change in exogeneous variables will
bring forth a short run equilibrium and a long run
(fully adjusted) equilibrium. The following diagram
illustrates this point clearly:
Figure 4.2.1 Short Run and Long Run Impact of Changes of










The initial equilibrium occurs at Eg. It is both a
short run equilbrium and long run equilbrium where short rur
and long run demand (Dso, Dlo) intersect the supply schedule
(So). If there are changes in the exogeneous variables, DSo
will shift to DS1, Dlo to DL1 and S0 replaced by Sj.
becomes the new short run equilbrium but after sufficient
time has lapsed, the final equilibrium will be at E2. Note
that the changes in equilibrium quantity and value of import
are larger in the long run than in the short run cases.
Therefore we should write the following import function:
The symbol (L) in equation (4.2.8) indicates the lags of a
particular variable.
(4.2.8)
4.3 The Complete Model
Eqation (4.1.17) and equation (4.2.8) constitute our
Dalance of trade model. It will be illustrative to write
these two equations again and put them together
Export Function:
Import Function
These two equations summarize the dynamic export and
import behaviour and thus determine a country's trade
balance. As the theme of the thesis is to investigate the
prices, incomes and exchange rates effects on trade
balance, examination of the magnitudes of various
coefficients in these two equations provide us answer to
the above issue.
There are altogether seven price variables, in our
trade balance model of which five are output prices and the
remaining two are input prices. It is discovered that an
increase in either export markets' own price level or our
Table 4.3.1 Comparative Statics of Changes of Exogeneous
Variables on Trade Balance (Assuming Exports












































competitors' export price will induce a rise in our export
value and improvement of trade balance. On the other hand,
as domestic produced tradable becomes more expensive, we
will respond by importing more so that our balance of trade
deteriorates. Lastly, the resulting effects of changes in
import suppliers' export price, domestic general price level
or domestic factor input prices on balance of trade are not
known.
The impact of income changes on trade balance can be
assessed by comparing the two income elasticity
coefficients. As suggested by Johnson (1958), if home
country and export markets grow at the same rate, then the
home country will enjoy an improvement in the balance of
trade if its income elasticity export is larger than its
income elasticity of import. In our model, this will
happen when b-i (1+ Ci) is larger than e-i.
The issue of exchange rates effects on trade balance
is perhaps one of the hottest topics in international
economics literature. According to our model, depreciation
of domestic exchange rate will surely cause the country to
have a rise in export value albeit its effect on import
value is undetermined. If the latter effect is positive,
then depreciation will enlarge the trade surplus or narrow
the trade deficit. However, if import value rises with
the depreciation of domestic exchange rate, then one
has to compare the magnitudes of the two coefficients
(1+ ci)(b2+ b0) and -(1+ 63) in equation (4.1.17)- and
equation (4.2.8). Sometimes the short run exchange rate
elasticity for export is smaller than that for import (both
are negative), but their long run elasticities are reverse
in order. In this case trade balance will first
deteriorate as exchange rate depreciates, and after
sufficient time period the trade balance starts to show.
signs of improvement. This is known as the so-called
J curve effect. Lastly, the change of competitors'
exchange rate is found to have a positive effect on
domestic trade balance.
CHAPTER FIVE
ESTIMATION AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
In this chapter we will make use of the complete
model developed in chapter four to conduct empirical
investigation on the prices, incomes and exchange rates
effects on Hong Kong's trade balance. The results obtained
will give us insights on how the exports, imports and thus
the balance of trade of Hong Kong is determined.
Equation (4.1.17) and (4.2.8) provide us the backbone
for estimation but they do not distinguish between total
exports, total imports and re-exports. Upon inspection of
the trade data of Hong Kong (see chapter two), one will
find that re-exports constitute a very important item
within the total external trade of this economy especially
in the recent years. For example, in 1980 re-exports
occupied about 28.7% of Hong Kong's total trade while in
1986 this ratio rose to 44.4%. Therefore it is necessary
to clarify the treatment of re-exports on our balance of
trade model.
Conventionally trade balance (TB) is defined as the
differnece between value of total exports (VTK) and value
of total imports (VTM), that is:
TB= VTX- VTM (5.0.1)
If TB is positive, then we say that the economy is incurring
a trade surplus while the reverse is a trade deficit. We
know that a portion of imported commodities into Hong Kong
will be exported to the third countries while the rest will
be retained for internal usage. We refer to the former term
as value of re-exports in (VRXI) and the latter term as
value of retained imports (VRM). It is clear that the sura
of these two terms is equal to VTM. At the same time, the
total exports of Hong Kong is composed of domestic exports
(VDX, i.e. value of domestic exports) and re-exports (VRXO,
i.e. value of exports out, which is equal to VRXI plus
profit margin of re-exports). Therefore equation (5.0.1) is
re-written as:
(5.0.2)
Here it is argued that the value of re-exports is
mainly determined by the level of transaction cost between
Hong Kong's re-export markets and re-export suppliers
rather than by the prices, incomes and exchange rates
effects of foreign and home countries. This argument stems
from the observation that entrepot trade is just a kind of
intermediation service provision which arises due to direct
transaction cost between any two parties is too high. Then
it follows that re-exports is treated as exogeneous in our
model. The exogeneity of re-exports and the (approximate)
equality between VRXO and VRXI enable us to write:
TB (P, Y, ER)= VDX (P, Y, ER)- VRI (P, Y, ER
( 5. 0. 3
where P, Y and ER are abbreviations for price, income and
exchange rate respectively. As a result we will estimate
equation (4.1.17) by domestic exports, equation (4.2.8) by
retained imports, and the trade balance is calculated by the
difference of these two items.
Looking back at international financial history,
the world's major currencies started to float after the
Smithsonian Agreement in 1971. Being one of the major
trading entities in international transactions, Hong Kong
followed suit in November 1974. Albeit after about nine
years' free floating, the Hong Kong dollar was linked to US
dollar at the rate of HK$ 7.80= US$ 1.00 in October 1983,
it was still fluctuating against the currencies of her
trading partners other than those of the United States.
Hence our empirical analysis will cover the whole.
effective floating period of the Hong Kong dollar, that is,
from the beginning of of 1975 to the end of 1986 (i.e. the
latest data available at the time conducting this
research). Quarterly data will be used in the estimation
process.
5.1 Some Econometric Issues
Before carrying out the actual estimation, we have to
address the econometric issues that one will encounter
during the estimation process. They are: adjustment of
seasonal effects, imposition of homogeneity postulate,
treatment of time lags and the stability of trade
relationships.
It is a common experience to find seasonal effects in
international trade flows. During the course of a year
there are periods when trade flows are at their peak while
other periods are quiet seasons. In order to check the
significance of these seasonal factors and to isolate them
from the prices, incomes and exchange rates effects on trade
flows, three seasonal dummies are included in both the
export function and import function in the estimation
process.
The second issue to be addressed is the imposition of
homogeneity postulate on import and export demand. On
theoretical ground it is hypothesized that demanders- are
completely rational and they have no illusions about changes
in nominal terms. However, in reality while it is
plausible to assume that consumer behaviour are based on
real purchasing power, their reactions to price changes may
not be homogeneous of degree zero. According to Murray and
Ginman (1976), it is possible that a significant number of.
domestic consumers hold a prefernece for domestic over
foreign goods, or vice versa. Such factors as reputation
and available servicing are likely to influence the
consumers' operational preferences. They may react
differently to a change in import prices than to an equal
but opposite change in domestic price. In view of this
argument it is decided not to impose homogeneity
constraints on the price elasticities in equation (4.1.17)
and (4.2.8).
Next we come to the issue of treatment of time lags.
Equation (4.1.17) and (4.2.8) stipulate that the dependent
variables VX and VM are functions of various explanatory
variables plus their lagged values. Clearly if one is going
to estimate these two equations with all the right hand
side variables (the number of lagged explanatory variables
to be included has not yet been known), then the number of
degrees of freedoms (df) will surely be greatly reduced
(remember we have already lose three df for the inclusion
of seasonal dummies). This will lead to loss of precision
in our estimation results. Remedial measures have- to be
devised to tackle the above problem.
At first glance one may prefer to adopt the Koyck
lag model to capture the dynamic trade behaviour. However,
there is one major weakness in using this method. The
Koyck lag formulation assumes that the lags in the response
of the dependent variables is the same irrespective of
whether the change is due to variations in price, income
or exchange rate variables. Magee (1975) has pointed out
that there is no reason to impose uniform lag pattern on
all variables in an equation. Moreover, the Koyck method
assumes that the lag effect will last infinitely long.
Hence the Koyck formulation seems not appropriate for our
empirical analysis.
The method used here is as follows. First we hold
the opinion that domestic exporters' response to changes in
both input and output prices is fast enough so that the
adjustment takes place within one quarter. This can
be rationalized by the observation that Hong Kong
manufacturers are famous in flexibility and adaptability.
Second, export and import demanders are hypothesized to be
more responsive to domsetic price changes than to foreign
price changes. The different kinds of time lags described
by Junz and Rhomberg (1973) are more applicable to imported
goods than to goods domestically produced. Hence the time
lag effect brought about by domestic price changes can be
assumed away. Third, the formulation of implicit contract
model by Krugman and Baldwin (1987) provides us a
theoretical background to the assumption of a fast income
effect (no lagged response) in import demand.16 With these
three reasons it is legitimate for us to focus the time
lag effect on variables relating to foreign price changes
only.
For the purpose of saving the number of degrees of
freedom, the lagged variables relating to foreign price
changes (i.e. EEX (L) and (CPX.CEX) (L) in equation
(4.1.17) and (MPXMEX) (L) in equation (4.2.8)) is handled
by the polynomial (Almon) lag method. The polynomial
distributed lag model assumes that the lag weights can
be specified by a continuous function, which in turn can
be approximated by a suitable degree polynimial in i, the
length of the lag. If the degree of the polynomial is less
than the length of the lag minus one, the number of lag
parameters to be estimated will be reduced, and so will the
loss of degrees of freedom.
The last econometric issue to be mentioned is about
the stability of trade relationships, that is, whether the
parameters of the export and import function are invariant
over time. The rise of the above question is due to the
fact that Hong Kong has experienced a change in exchange
rate regime during our estimation period. Thus one is
interested to know whether the adoption of the linked
exchange rate system has fundamentally alter the economy's
basic exportimport demand or supply relationships. To
answer this question the test for structural change of
regression will be performed. The forty eight observations
are split into two sub-periods: 1975 I- 1983 IV and
1984 I- 1986 IV. We then apply the Chow test to see
whether the latter twelve observations are generated by the
same model as the first thirty six observations.17
After addressing the relevant econometric issues,
the following is the presentation and interpretation of
estimation results.
5.2 Estimation of Domestic Export Function
In view of the above discussion, the value of Hong
Kong's domestic exports is estimated by the underlying
equation:
where SDj[ is the seasonal dummy for the i th quarter with
value either zero or one. u- is the stochastic disturbance
term assumed to be independently and identically distributed
with normal distribution of zero mean and constant
variance. This permits us to estimate the equation with
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method.
(5.2.1)
Equation (5.2.1) is estimated with quarterly data
starting from the first quarter of 1975 till the fourth
quarter of 1986. Altogether there are forty eight
observations. The source and definition of data are given
in the appendix. Here it should be mentioned that we have
selected the United States, the United Kingdom, West
Germany and Japan to represent our export market. (The
insufficiency of Chinese data forbids us from including
China in the sample.) These four countries purchased a
considerable share (58.6%) of our total domestic exports in
the 79- 82 interval. On the other hand, the competitors of
Hong Kong are taken to be Singapore, South Korea and
Taiwan, the other three newly industrialized countries
(NICs) in East Asia. Since foreign governments do not
construct price indices for their domestically produced
tradable goods, we have to use foreign consumer price
indices as proxy for the FPT variable, basing on the
assumption that these two prices have identical movement.
We estimated equation (5.2.1) with OLS method and
preliminary result is obtained. During the estimation
process the selection of order of polynomials and length of
lags for the polynomial lag formulation depends on several
statistical criteria such as the value of adjusted R2,
significance of polynomial order and significance of lag
parameters. Our preliminary estimation shows that one of
the key variables, FRI is statistically insignificant
(which seems implausible)! In addition, the Durbin Watson
(DW) statistic has a value of 1.8221. For the null
hypothesis of absence of first order autocorrelation in the
disturbance terms, this DW statistic gives us inconclusive
result. As we are using quarterly data, a d4 statistic
given by Wallis (1972) to test the absence of fourth order
autocorrelation is also constructed.18 Although we are
unable to check it from Wallis's statistical table (since
we have more explanatory variables than that presented in
the table), its proximity to 2 (d4= 1.9394 in our
estimation) suggests that the seriousness of fourth order
autocorrelation is not significant.
We have also tested the homoscedasticity assumption
of the disturbance terms. We set the null hypothesis that
the variances of the residuals are constant over time and
use the test statistic proposed by Harvey (1981):
(5.2.2)
where m= T3. High value of (5.2.2) indicates a
rejection of the null hypothesis of correct specification
and it is noted that mH is asymptotically distributed with
chi square distribution with m degrees of freedom. Our
estimation shows that mH is equal to 18.485 and therefore
the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity is not rejected at
5% level of significance.
Two steps are taken to solve the problem in our
preliminary estimation. First it is suspected that foreign
markets base upon their trend income level in demanding our
exports. In this regard we construct a four period moving
average foreign real income variable (MAFRIj-) to replace
the original foreign income variable (FRI).19 The MAFRI
variable will be interpreted as quarterly trend real income
level. The second step is to correct for the first order
autocorrelation in the disrurbance terms. If
autocorrelation exists, the OLS estimators will be
inefficient and their variances are themseleves biased.
Moreover, the usual t and F test for significance are no
longer applicable,.. In this case one has to adopt
Generalized Least Squares (GLS) procedure. The GLS
procedure that we are going to use is called the 'two step
full transform method1 by Harvey (1981).20 if it is applied
to first order autocorrelation, it will be equivalent to the
Prais-Winsten procedure.
In the GLS estimation process, various forms of
polynomial lag structure has been tested. According to. the
statistical criteria described above, the variable EEX is
estimated with second degree polynomial and fourth order
lags, while the variable (CPX.CEX) is estimated with first
degree polynomial and lagging three periods. The final
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The F statistic used in the Chow test for structural
change is found to be 3.4798. Hence the null hypothesis
that there is no structural change of regression parameters
between the 1975 I- 1983 IV and 1984 I- 1986 IV
sub-periods is rejected at 5% level of significance but not
rejected at 1% level of significance. There is some suspect
that the linked exchange rate regime has altered our
original export behaviour.
6 3 Analvsis nf F.mnirical Results of Domestic F.xnort
Function
Our estimation of the export function provides us
insightful ideas about how the value of Hong Kong's domestic
exports is determined. They are elaborated in the following
paragraphs.
First of all, in agreement with common belief,
domestic exchange rate level is shown to play a key role in
determining the value of our domestic exports. If our
exchange rate depreciates, the Hong Kong products will be
more competitive (relative to competitors' products as well
as the foreign markets' domestic products) in the overseas
markets. We note that for one percentage drop in exchange
rate, in the long run it will bring about 2.8 increase in
export value, assuming other things being constant. Such
exchange rate effect lasts for about one year with roughly
30 of the response occuring in the first quarter. The
effect then spreads out and slowly declines over the next
three quarters and becomes insignificant in the remaining
period of time.
Although the finding shows that our domestic exports
is quite sensitive to domestic exchange rate changes, the
one year length of lag distribution is relatively short
when compared with other industrialized countries.
According to the survey made by Goldstein and Khan (1985),
many industrialized countries' exports have exchange rate
effects last from two to five years. Our dissimiliarity of
export behaviour perhaps can be explained by the efficiency
of the Hong Kong export sector in fulfilling orders from
abroad. As a result the increase in overseas demand due to
exchange rate changes is completed within a year's time.
Not only does domestic exchange rate affects our
domestic exports, competitors' also matter. The estimation
result shows that South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan are our
potential competitors in export business. Whenever their
weighted exchange rate appreciates 1, Hong Kong products
become relatively cheaper and foreign consumers will
purchase more as substitutes, so that our domestic export
figure will be boosted up by roughly the same percentage
point. Note that the competitors' exchange rate effect on
domestic exports is weaker and last shorter than that of
our own.
Comparing the domestic exchange rate elasticity and
the competitors exchange rate elasticity for domestic
exports gives us an interesting finding. If both the
domestic and competitors' currencies depreciate at the same
percentage point, say 10%, then the end result is our
domestic exports will be boosted up by 18% after all the
time lag efffect has taken place. The 18% increase in
domestic exports is analysed to be the sum of the positive
gross income effect and the negative net substitution
effect. The income effect is strengthened for the reason
both the domestic and competitors' exports are cheaper in
the overseas markets so that foreign real income is doubly
increased while the substitution effect is weakened since
the relative price between domestic and competitors'
exports remains unchanged.
Third, the export markets' own price variable is
found to be statistically insignificant in determining our
domestic exports. As argued earlier, consumers may react
differently to changes in import prices than to changes in
domestic prices. This argument now is found to be
applicable to our overseas markets. One possible
explanation to this finding is that Hong Kong products are•
considered as somewhat 'marginal' to the foreigners, so that
if our product price prevailing in their country drops,
they will buy more. But no matter how the prices of their
domestic products change, foreigners are not likely to
substitute them by our production. This kind of asymmetric
price effect causes the foreign price elasticity to be
different from the exchange rate elasticity for domestic
exports. However, there is another more direct but also
more discouraging explanation to our finding: it is
inappropriate for us to treat consumer price indices as
proxy to price indices of foreign tradables.
The foreign real income variable is discovered to
be highly statistically significant. We find the foreign
income elasticity for our domestic exports equals to 2.07.
Therefore economic conditions in the export markets surely
do exert a large influence on our export performance. The
foreign income effect on domestic exports has widely been
recognized and this research provides a suggestive figure to
indicate how sensitive our exports to foreign income changes
is. This high income elasticity allows us to earn very much
from domestic exports when the world economy expands. At
the same time we have to suffer more (in the sense that our
exports will largely decline) if there is worldwide
recession. It should also be mentioned that our income
elasticity for export is comparatively higher than that of
the OECD countries according to the survey made by Goldstein
and Khan (1985).
Next we come to examine the supply side variable
effects on our domestic export value. Although the
theoretical model developed in chapter four cannot tell us
how the input prices influence the value of exports, the
empirical results give us the answer. Changes in real wage
rate or deflated raw material prices are found to have
negative effects on our domestic exports. These two factor
price elasticities are found to be -0.92 and -0.78
respectively. The negativity of factor price effects
reflect that our economy has a rather huge price elasticity
of export demand, so that the increase in export price due
to upsurge,.in factor cost is completely offset and even
overridden by decrease in export quantity.
The negative labour cost effect on export value
gives us some ideas about the seriousness of the recent
labour shortage problem. Labour insufficiency in the
manufacturing sector will ultimately lead to increase in
real wage rate which is now found to be damaging to our
domestic export performance. In this regard shifting ..part
of the production process to nearby mainland China where
cheap labour is available will be beneficial to the export
front.
The supply side domestic price variable is shown to
be of no statisitcal significance. This suggests that due
to limited size of the domestic market, export producers
are unlikely to shift their resources into domestic good
production although its relative profit margin becomes more
attractive. This finding is consistent with the highly
export orientation of the local economy.
To take account of the seasonal factors in export
trade, seasonal dummies are included in the regression
model. The empirical finding shows that all the three
seasonal dummies give significant parameters. The third and
fourth quarters are peak seasons in producing and
determining export products while relatively less
transactions are taken place in the first quarter.
Lastly it is necessary to talk about the possibility
of structutal change in export behaviour. _The Chow test
shows that there are indications that the change of
exchange rate regime has caused the export performance to be
unstable. However, in theory our exchange rate is still
fluctuating effectively (through the floating of US dollar)
under the linked exchange rate system and the event of
October 1983 ought not fundamentally alter our export
behaviour. Even the relative price of our domestic exports
to competitors' continues to be changing in the United
States to which our currecny is pegged. Therefore the
result of Chow test may be explained by some other
interpretation.
Inspection of the trade data reveals that the
importance of Chinese market in domestic exports is growing
tremendously in the recent years. From the exposition in
chapter two we know that China purchased 0.07% of our
domestic exports in 1976 and this percentage rose
continuously to 11.70% in 1986. The importance of Chinese
market has grown over a hundredfold in twelve years' period
of time. However, the growing importance of Chinese market
due to her adoption of open door policy may not be captured
in our empirical model. As mentioned in the last section
due to data unavailability we are unable to include Chinese
income level in the formulation of the FRI variable. This
leads us to conclude that structural change in our export
model is due more to Chinese factor than to the change of
exchange rate regime.
5.4 Estimation of Retained Import Function
Subjected to the discussion in section 5.1, the value
of Hong Kong's retained imports is estimated by the
equation:
where SD is seasonal dummy for the i th quarter. ut is
the stochastic disturbance term assumed to be independently,
identically and normally distributed with mean zero and
constant variance. The source and definition of data are
given in the appendix.
(5.4.1)
Before we estimate equation (5.4.1) with quarterly
data of 1975 I- 1986 IV, it should be reminded that there
are inherent weaknesses in some of the data that we are
going to estimate. First, the value of retained imports
published by Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department is
complied by just substracting re-exports from total
imports. It is equal to (VTM- VRXO) (see p.67) and by
virtue of equation (5.0.1) and (5.0.2), the correct VRM
figure should be (VTM- VRXI). Hence the VRM figure used in
the empirical analysis is consistently understated by the
profit margin of the entrepot business. Second, Hong Kong
has no published quarterly GDP figure and therefore we have
to construct it by our own effort. After careful
consideration and basing on the assumption that electricity
consumption has a close relationship with the generation of
GDP, it is decided to derive quarterly GDP figures from the
quarterly electricity consumption data. Such method of
derivation is described in the appendix. Third, the DPT
variable is proxied by the domestic consumer price index
since the former is not available. Apart from the above
mentioned weaknesses of data, an additional point that
should be addressed is that five countries: the United
States, the United Kingdom, Japan, Singapore and Taiwan are
selected to represent our import suppliers in the
construction of the MPX variable. Although one of the
major import suppliers, China, is excluded due to data
unavailability, these five countries still supplied, more
than 57% of our total retained imports in the 79- 82
interval.
Equation (5.4.1) is estimated with pLS method and
preliminary result is obtained. First the homoscedasticity
assumption of the disturbance terms is checked by the H
statistic defined in section 5.2. We find the value of mH
equals to 16.718 which accepts the null hypothesis that the
variance of the residuals are constant over time at 5%
level of significance. In addition, we have also tested the
presence of autocorrelation in the disturbance terms. The
d4 statistic in the preliminary estimation is equal to
1.7566. This statistic shows that the null hypothesis of no
fourth order autocorrelation in the disturbance terms is
accepted at 5% level of significance. On the other hand,
the DW statistic has a value of 0.9290. It is lower than
Table 5.4.1 Estimation Results of Retained Import Function
Variable
Parameter Standard t for H0: Signi-

















































siginficant at 53s level of significance
significant at 1% level of significance
number of observations:









dL at 5% level of significance, suggesting presence of
positive first order autocorrelation in the disturbance
terms. To remedy the problems associated with
autocorrelation the regression is re-estimated again with
the 'two step full transform method'. During the GLS
procedure, various forms of lag structure is applied to the
variable (MPXMEX) (L) and according to the statistical
criteria described in section 5.3, the variable is finally
estimated with first degree polynomial and third order
lags. The final estimation result is presented in table
5.4.1. Furthermore, we have splitted the whole estimation
period into two sub-periods: 1975 I- 1983 IV and 1984 I-
1986 IV and applied the Chow test for structural change.
The obtained Chow ststistic bears a value of 1.5487. The
null hypothesis that there is no structural change of
parameters in the regression model is therefore accepted at
53s level of significance.
5.5 Analysis of Empirical Results of Retained Import
Function
Just like that of domestic exports, the estimation
results of the retained import function provide us
insightful ideas about how the retained imports of Hong
Kong is determined. The following is an account of the
interpretation of our empirical findings.
The parameter estimates of the variables
(MPXMEX) (L) reflect both the price and exchange rate
effects on the value of retained imports, and it can be
said that this variable is playing an influential role in
the determination of our import flows. According to our
estimation results, after an exogeneous movement of
(MPXMEX), which may be caused by a change of either import
suppliers' export prices or domestic exchange rate or even
both, the value of retained imports will respond by an
immediate as well as a delayed adjustment. Within the
period of which the domestic exchange rate experiences a
1% depreciation, retained imports will first respond by an
increase of 0.63% in value. Then in the next two quarters
retained imports continue to have an upsurge in value for
0.45% and 0.27% respectively. As a whole Hong Kong import
demanders will pay an additional 1.35% to retain the- goods
for internal use whenever there is a 1% depreciation of
domestic exchange rate. The adjustment process will also be
the same if there is instead a 1% rise in export price from
our import suppliers.
The parameter estimate of (MPXMEX) being a
positive number illustrates that our demand for retained
imports is fairly price inelastic. During the impact period
when there is an increase in the landed price of retained
imports, we as expected will demand less imported goods for
internal uses but the decrease in quantity is not large
enough to offset an increase in price, so that the import
value expands by 0.63%. However, it is surprising to
observe that the import value continues to climb in the
subsequent two periods, even though the magnitude of
increase is not substantial. The subsequent increases in
import value suggest that import quantity has turned its
direction from downfall to uprise in the next two periods
after a rise in price.
The reason for a low short run landed price
elasticity for retained imports is that retained imports are
necessity goods in nature to the Hong Kong economy. No
matter how their landed prices change, we have to demand
more or less the same quantity of retained imports. It is
because most of our retained imports are raw materials,
capital goods and foodstuff for which it is difficult to
find domestic substitutes. On the other hand, the long run
landed price elasticity being slightly greater than
positive one can be explained by the quality changes of
imported goods. It is a common practice for domestic
residents to import higher quality and more sophisticated
products (no matter it is for capital investment or
consumption uses) as the economy advances. As better
quality is accompanied by higher price and the price index
is incapable to capture such quality changes, demanders
will import more although the index shows that there is a
price increase.
Apart from our price elasticity for imports to be
relatively low, the time lag effect of import adjustment is
also found to be shorter than that of other industrialized
countries. According to the survey made by Goldstein and
Khan (1985), most OECD countries seldom have an import time
lag effect that lasts for less than two years. This again
suggests that the Hong Kong economy is characterized by
quick response and fast completed adjustment.
In the last two paragraph we have pointed out that
it is difficult for our economy to find domestic
substitutes for imported goods. This argument is again
supported by the finding that the DPT variable is
statistically insignificant. That means no matter how our
domestic good prices change, we are unlikely to substitute
much imports by domestic production.
The income elasticity for retained imports is' found
to be 1.15. As argued earlier, our retained imports are
necessity goods in nature and therefore its value will grow
at about the same rate as income growth. It should 'be noted
that according to our estimate of income elasticity for
retained imports, the share of retained imports in GDP
should remain constant or rise slightly over time, if other
things being constant.
Lastly, it is necessary to talk about the stability
of our retained import function. The Chow test for
stability of regression parameters shows that there is no
structural change of import behaviour before and after the
adoption of the linked exchange rate system. We have
previously argued that the relative price of imported good
with respect to domestic good remains changing through the
fluctuation of effective exchange rate albeit our domestic
currency is kept in fixed parity with the US dollar. Our
retained imports keep on adjusting to variation in income
and relative prices no matter under which exchange rate
regime we are practising. The stability of the retained
import function also provides us support to the contention
that the unstable domestic export function is due to the
Chinese factor more than to the change of exchange rate
regime. As there was no dramatic increase of retained
imports from China over the period, structural change has
not been detected.
5.6 Empirical Findings of Hong Kong's Balance of Trade
Behaviour
Combining the empirical findings about the domestic
exports and retained imports behaviour, we are now in a
position to analyse the prices, incomes, and exchange rates
effects on the determination of Hong Kong's balance of
merchandise trade.
Our first and perhaps the most important
investigation result is about the effect of exchange rates
changes on domestic trade balance determination. Exchange
rate policy has always been the controversial topic in the
international relationship discussion. Recently this issue
is catching the public's attention as the United States
keeps on criticizing the NICs in maintaining an
unreasonable administered exchange rate so as to accumulate
a huge trade surplus. Our earlier presentation has already
reflected that the level of domestic exchange rate is
playing a significant role in the determination of exports
and imports and the following is on the exchange rate
effect on trade balance.
Our empirical finding tells us that a depreciation of
domestic exchange rate will bring forth an increase' in both
the value of domestic exports and retained imports.
Assuming the EEX and MEX variables have identical movement
and the trade value is initially in balance, the dynamic
effect of a 1% depreciation of domestic exchange rate on
trade balance is summarized in table 5.6.1:1
Table 5.6.1 Cumulative Effects of a 1% Depreciation in

























Thus a 13, depreciation of domestic exchange rate will
ultimately induce our trade balance to improve by a value
equal to 1.463s of domestic export earnings, and the
pass-through of depreciation is completed within a year's
time. It is apparent that our trade balance continues to
improve throughout the whole adjustment period, and
therefore the J curve effect (i.e. trade balance first
deteriorates before showing signs of improvement after the
currency depreciation) that is often found 'in most
industrialized countries is not applicable to Hong Kong.
Nevertheless, the improvement of trade balance attributable
to exchange rate depreciation is much more pronounced in
the later quarters after the change has taken place.
The persistence of trade deficit leads the United
States to urge her trading partners, notably the NICs to
revalue their exchange rates so as to curb their
competitiveness. Now let us consider what will happen to
Hong Kong's trade balance if she, together with South
Korea, Singapore and Taiwan have a common 1% appreciation
of exchange rate.22
Table 5.6.2 Cumulative Effects of a 1% Appreciation of


























Interesting enough, if all the four NICs have a
similar degree of appreciation in exchange rates, Hong Kong
will initially have a slight gain in trade balanee. The
reason is: the loss of competitiveness of domestic goods in
overseas markets is offset by a saving in import bills due
to the cheapening of foreign currencies. However, since the
retained imports side has a less prolonged lagged exchange
rate effect, our trade balance will eventually incur a
deterioration after the currency appreciation. The above
analysis thus suggests that the repegging of Hong Kong's
exchange rate upwards will bring a negative effect on trade
balance, but the deterioration will be less serious if all
our competitors follow suit.
Next we come to inspect the effect of income changes
on trade balance. We have earlier known that •our income
elasticity for domestic exports is almost twice as much as
that for retained imports. Hence if our economy grows at
the same rate as export markets, we can always enjoy an
improvement in trade balance as time passes by.
Nevertheless, our constructed FRI variable reveals that Hong
Kong's export markets has experienced an average 3.2%
annual real growth rate over the 75- 86 interval while the
domestic economy was growing at an annual average of 8.9%
over the corresponding period of time. As a result the
potential gain of trade balance caused by unequal income
elasticities was cancelled out by the differential' real
income growth rate between Hong Kong and her export
markets. Unless we are contended with a slower growth
rate, otherwise we cannot rely on income side variable to
improve trade balance.
From the above analysis of empirical results we
understand the significance of each exogeneous variable in
the determination of our trade balance. We can use the
obtained information to make an anatomy on Hong Kong's
balance of trade during the 1975- 1986 interval.
The performance of Hong Kong's balance of trade in
the 1975- 1986 interval can be divided into three separate
sub-periods: (i) 1975- 77, (ii) 1978- 83 and (iii)
1984- 86. Both the first and last three years long
sub-periods were characterized by a slight or even negative
value of trade deficit while the local economy was facing a
relatively more serious trade balance problem in the
1978- 83 interval. It was observed that starting from 1978
our trade balance has been experiencing a noteworthy
deterioration and the trade deficit reached a peak in 1981
when the deficit figure climbed to HK$ 16,212 million or
more than 20% of domestic exports in the corrresponding
year. It is then natural to ask the question: what is the
underlying reason that cause such large trade deficit?
During the 1978- 83 interval Hong Kong dollar was in
a downward trend and our currency slided at an average
annual rate of 7.6%. (see table 5.6.3) We have just shown
that depreciation of domestic exchange rate will bring a
definite favourable effect on trade balance and therefore
our trade balance should have been improving instead of
deteriorating in the 1978- 83 period. Furthermore, our
competitors' exportable good prices were climbing at an
average 5.5% annual rate in the export markets and this•
Table 5.6.3 Average Annual Growth Rate of Selected
Determining Variables in the Sub-periods









FRI + 5. 3% + 2 .4 + 2. 9%





RW + 8. 3% relatively
stable
+ 2.6%
DPRM + 3. 8% +11.4% relatively
stable
MPX + 2. 0% +5 .6% -3.8%
would have even provided an additional impetus to our
domestic export earnings. However, further analysis
reveals that all these favourable factors were offset by
the negative effect brought about by the income variables.
As the domestic real income growth rate was nearly three
times higher than that of foreign markets (which were 8.8%
and 2.4% respectively), the increase in domestic export
value was thus caught up by the retained import bills.
This coupled with the rising raw material prices (which
would reduce the value of domestic exports) and import
suppliers' export price (which would increase the value of
retained imports) finally gave the domestic trade balance a
large negative value.
The Hong Kong dollar was found to be relatively
stable after entering the linked exchange rate era. As a
result the performance of our trade balance in the
subsequent periods was and would be determined by the
differential income growth rate and the movement of factor
cost and input price variables. Since the differential
income growth rate has been narrowed and the countervailing
factor cost and imported good price variables have turned
to move in a direction that was favourable to our trade
balance, the once discouraging performance of trade balance
showed signs of improvement in the 1984- 86 period. In the
year 1985 and 1986 the domestic economy even enjoyed a
rarely seen trade surplus. If the input prices continue to
be kept at a low level, then the trade balance problem that
once occurred seriously in the late seventies and early
eighties will be unlikely to repeat again.
In the past two decades the Hong Kong economy has
enjoyed an economic growth that was considered remarkable
by international standard. It cannot be denied that one of
the major factors attributable to such economic success was
the vigorous activities in the external sector. The upsurge
of proceeds earned from exporting of merchandise enables us
to purchase from abroad more sophisticated consumption goods
so as to improve our living standards and investment goods
for capital widening and deepening. As the external trade
activities are so crucial to the functioning of the domestic
economy, it is necessary to conduct a research on the
determination of Hong Kong's merchandise trade balance. The




This thesis started with the examination of Hong
Kong's external trade pattern. It is revealed that Hong
Kong's domestic exports are rather concentrated in terms of
either commodity composition or overseas markets. More
than 70% of our domestic exports belongs to eight major
commodity items while around 70% of exportable goods are
bought by seven largest overseas markets. At the same time
the distribution of our retained import suppliers is no less
concentrated and the majority of our retained imports are
supplied by just seven countries. Such concentration of
trading partners makes it easier for us to conduct empirical
investigation because it is more legitimate to select a
handful of sample countries to represent the overall scene
of our economy's external trade.
Our model adopted for the purpose of analysing
aggregate trade flows and for empirical investigation is
built on the imperfect substitutes assumption. Separate
functions relating to exports and imports are formulated
with input and output prices, income and exchange rate
levels as arguments. Changes of the trade balance due to
exogeneous variables movements are thus determined by the-
magnitudes of the relevant elasticities. Basing on this
model we are able to show the prices, incomes and exchange
rates effects on trade balance.
In this model, we have also treated the domestic
exchange rate variable as exogeneous. This needs some
clarification. In a study on the interrelationship between
exchange rate and other economic variables, Leung (1982)
used the monthly data of the Hong Kong effective exchange
rate index (constructed by himself and included U.S., Japan,
U.K., West Germany, Taiwan and Singapore as sample
countries) and Hong Kong's overall trade balance from
January 1975 to June 1981 and applied the causality test.
He found that there was a strong causation running from the
exchange rate to the trade balance and concluded that the
exchange rate was exogeneous as far as the trade balance is
concerned. Thus the balance of payments approach for
exchange rate determination is not applicable to Hong Kong.
Based on this result it is legitimate for us to use the
domestic exchange rate as an exogeneous variable in our
model.
Our empirical results shows that Hong Kong's
domestic exports and retained imports are quite' responsive
to exchange rate changes. Depreciation of exchange rate
will induce both the values of domestic exports and
retained imports to increase. Since the exchange rate
effect on domestic exports is stronger than that on retained
imports, the J curve effect is thus not applicable to Hong
Kong. At the same time, our competitors' (viz., South
Korea, Singapore and Taiwan) exchange rate movements also
matter as they are found to affect our competitiveness in
the export markets. Whenever the competitors' exchange
rates depreciate and their product become more competitive,
Hong Kong will have a reduction in value of domestic
exports. Apart from the influence of exchange rates, it is
discovered that the income variables as well as the input
price variables are also significant in determining our
trade balance. Actually during the 1978- 1983 interval
the differential real growth rate between Hong Kong and its
overseas markets (i.e. larger domestic income growth that
induced a higher retained import value and smaller income
growth abroad that brought a lower value of domestic
exports) constituted the major factor that accounted for the
huge trade deficits. Furthermore, we have to pay attention
to the export supply side variables that are often neglected
in the analysis of trade balance. Rising prices of labour
or raw materials are found to have negative effects on trade
balance and their effects will be strong especially when
the exchange rates have mild movements.
Prior to the early eighties, our exchange rate was
fluctuating widely when the domestic money supply was nearly
completely out of control. Coupled with the political
shock, domestic exchange rate fell to the trough in the
fourth quarter of 1983. Then in October 1983 the government
adopted the linked exchange rate system to stabilize the
value of our currency. From this onwards the domestic
effective exchange rate index followed the path of
fluctuation of the U.S. dollar in the international market.
The domestic currency experienced some appreciation after
the introduction of the peg until the first quarter of 1985.
As the U.S. dollar was overvalued for some time, it then
began to experience a substantial decline. The Hong Kong
dollar, which was linked to the U.S. currency, followed suit
and this in turn enhanced the competitiveness of domestic
product in the overseas markets. Therefore, although the
initial introduction of the present exchange rate system was
due to political reason more than to economic reason, it is
now found that pegging the domestic exchange rate with a
falling dollar brings a positive effect to the trade
balance. As a result, albeit the present exchange rate
regime has repeatedly been subjected to external speculative
shocks and pressures from the U.S. government for
revaluation, the repegging of domestic exchange rate upwards
is not advisable in terms of the trade balance effect,
especially during the period when Hong Kong is having a more
or less overall balance in merchandise trade.
FOOTNOTES
ChaDter one
1. The Item 'import of goods' in Hong Kong's Grosi
Domestic Product estimation includes a portion o:
retained imports of gold for industrial use while in thi
computation of balance of merchandise trade (i.e. froi
the figures of trade statistics) the transaction of gol
is excluded.
Chanter two
2 Prom Hnncr Knntr 1 PAfi (Hnnfr Knncr Government)
3. The average annual compound growth rate of industrial
countries' total trade value was 9.7% in the 75- 86
period. This figure was calculated from Direction of
Trade Statisitcs, International Monetary Fund.
P H s n t~ p r thrpp•
4. The derivation follows Niehans (1984), chapter four.
5. Alexander (1952). d.364
6. Machlup (1955), p.185.
7. Obtained by differencing equation (3.3.1).
Chapter four:
8. Taking logarithm on both sides of equation (4.1.2)
gives:
income elasticity of export demand
elasticity of j's demand for i's export with
respect to i's export price relative to j's
domestic price
elasticity of j's demand for i's export with
resepect to i's export price relative to export
price of i's competitors
9. We have neglected the presence of tariff and
transportation cost for simplicity.
10. According to Magee (1975), the aggregate elasticity is
a function of (i) disaggregated elasticity, (ii) shares
of the j th market in its total export demand, and (iii)
variation in the component real incomes, prices and
exchange rates relative to the variation in their
respective aggregates. The last term is often referred
as the distribution factors. A necessary condition for
direct aggregation of equation (4.1.6) to be possible is
that the distribution factors equal to one.
11. The derivation of elasticity is similar to that in
footnote 8.
12. Same as footnote 11.
13. Superior input is defined as the input which derived
demand will increase as output increases.
Mathematically speaking, it is (d 1 d Q) 0 where I
is input and Q is output. The reason why increase in
(superior) factor cost will decrease the quantity of
output supplied comes from the following mathematical
relationship:
if I is superior input
where C is the cost function, Pj is the price of input.
The result shows that MC (i.e. (d Cd Q)) curve will
shift up if input price increases. This means quantity
of output supplied will decrease at any given export
price. This result holds for all perfectly competitive
firms.
14. Same as footnote 11.
15. The caution to be taken in aggregation of equations is
presented in footnote 10.
Chapter five:
16. Krugman and Baldwin (1987) formulated the following
implicit contract model to explain for a fast income
effect of trade flows.
Consumers damand for both imports and domestic
products and the total volume of their demand is
inelastic with respect to prices. Let Q be the total
volume demand for both imports and import-competing
domestic production and A is real domestic expenditure.
Then they assume:
Each purchaser decides once every n periods whether to
buy from domestic or foreign suppliers. The purchaser
who choose imports will depend on the expected average
nr i na attqp i h a n o vf n no r i nH c•
There is a distribution of purchasers with a fraction
1n making decision each period. As a result the volume
of imports M, will be a function of GNP (denoted by Y)
and a flat distributed lags on expected prices:
or, linearising in the logs:
The prices are either kept fixed in the buyers'
currency or sellers' currency and in either case, the
expected price will be proportional to the exchange
exchange rate. Then we will have:
The exchange rate expectations are assumed to take a
simple regressive form:
where E is the normal exchange rate. In case of static
expectations, a will be equal to one. The import
volume equation will then be written as:
In the above formulation, real demand is on a
current basis while the exchange rate enters as a
distributed lag. Thus it is capable of explaining a
fast income effect but slow exchange rate effects.
17. The Chnw statistic is calculated bv:
where RSS is the residual sum of squares with n1+ 112
observations, RSSj is the residual sum of squares with
n observations and k is the number of explanatory
variables. The F statistic is used with the F test with
degrees of freedom (n2 n-k-l) to test the null
hypothesis that the n2 observations are generated by
the same model as the n observations. Notice that
this test is less powerful than the usual Chow test in
detecting structural change and should only be used when
there are no enough observations to estimate the
parameters from both the samples (which is our case).
18. The d4 statistic to test the absence of fourth order
autocorrelation in disturbance terms is:
19. The definition of variable MAFRI is:
20. The two step full transform method is described as
follows:
First the model is estimated with OLS method and get
the residuals et. Then we regress et on to obtain
the autoregressive parameter 4. The estimated 4 is
used in the feasible GLS procedure to obtain the
autoregressive estimate of coefficients.
21. Notice that the standard errors of the coefficients on
trade balance may not be equal to (possibly be even
larger than) the summation of the standard errors of the
EEX and MEX variables in the domestic exports and
retained imports functions respectively.
22. Same as footnote 21.
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Figure A2 Hong Kong's domestic exports value and expor
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Figure A3 Hong Kong's retained imports value and impor






















Note: For the derivation of the above two indices please see
definition of data in Appendix II. Both of these
two indices have a value eaual to 100 in 1980.
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Figure A5 Hong Kong's domestic price level (DP), foreign
markets' price level (FPT), competitors' exchange





Note: For the derivation of the above four indices please
see definition of data in Appendix II. All of
these indices have a value equal to 100 in 1980.







A. Domestic exDort function
1. EEX (Domestic export weighted exchange rate index)
Self computed exchange rate index. It is a geometric
weighted average of Hong Kong's exchange rate against
her seven major export exports: U.S., China, Japan,
U.K., Singapore, Taiwan and West Germany. The weights
are the share of each export market in Hong Kong's total
value of domestic exports to the above seven countries
in the 79- 82 interval.
2. CPX (ComDetitors' export price)
Calculated by the formula:
i= Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan
j= U.S., U.K., West Germany and Japan
where aj is the weight of export market j in Hong Kong's
domestic exports to all the j countries; bj is the
share of competitor i in market j relative to the other
non i competitors; PX is the competitors i's unit value
of exports. The weights are calculated on the 79- 82
averages.
3. CEX (Competitors exchange rate)
Calculated by the formula:
where aj and bjj are defined as above. EXj[ is the price
of i's currency in terms of US dollar. The CEX variable
is expressed as an index with value equal to 100 in the
year 1980.
4. FRI (Foreign markets' real income)
Geometric weighted averages of U.S., U.K., Japan an
West Germany real income index. The weights are th
share of each export market in Hong Kong's total valu
of domestic exports to the above four markets in th
79- 82 interval. The index has a value equal to 100 i
the year 1980.
5. FPT (Foreign markets' price of tradable goods)
Geometric weighted averages of U.S., U.K., Japan and
West Germany consumer price index. The weights are the
share of each export market in Hong Kong's total value
of domestic exports to the above four markets in the
79- 82 interval.
6. DP (Domestic price level)
Hong Kong Consumer Price Index A
7. RW (Domestic real wage rate]
Hong Kong manufacturing sector nominal wage index
deflated by Consumer Price Index A
8. DPRM (Deflated price of raw materials)
Import unit value index of SITC 2,4,5 and 6 commodity
items deflated by Consumer Price Index A
B. Retained Import function
1. MEX (Retained import weighted exchange rate index)
Self computed exchange rate index. It is a geometric
weighted average of Hong Kong's exchange rate against
her major retained import suppliers: U.S., China,
Japan, U.K., Singapore, Taiwan and West Germany. The
weights are the share of each retained import supplier
in the total value of retained imports from the above
seven countries in the 79- 82 interval.
2. MPX (Retained import suppliers export price)
Geometric weighted average of export unit value index
of U.S., Japan, U.K., Singapore and Taiwan. The
weights are the share of each retained import supplier
in the total value of retained imports from the above
five countries in the 79- 82 interval.
3. DRI (Domestic real income level)
The DRI quarterly data is derived from the
relationship between annual electricity consumption and
annual real GDP data. First the annual real GDP data
is regressed on deseasonalized annual electricity
consumption figure (ELE) and obtain the following
regression result:
(Al)
and figures in the parentheses are estimated standard
errors of the coefficients.
Then we substitute the actual quarterly electricity
consumption figure into equation (Al) and obtain the
estimated quarterly real GDP data.
Note: the electricity consumption data that we have
used is the total electricity consumption
excluding those for exporting to China.
4. DPT (Domestic price of tradable goods)
Proxied by domestic consumer price level, i.e. Hong
Kong Consumer Price Index A
APPENDIX III
SOURCE OF DATA
1. Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statisitcs, various
issues (Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
2. Hong Kong Trade Statistics, various issues (Census
and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
3. Hong Kong Review of Overseas Trade, various issues
(Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
4. Estimates of Gross Domestic Products 1966- 1987
(Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong)
5. International Financial Statistics, various issues
(Tntprnat.innal Mnnetarv Fund}
6. Commodity Trade Statistics, various issues (United
Na t i nn s}
7. Monthly Statistics of the Republic of China,
various issues (Directorate-General of Budget,
Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, R.O.C.)
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